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TOT Challenge-1
Opening the minds for ‘Creativity’

a g rao

During TOT (Training Of Trainers)
 see: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cSUJWm3sigk
for 4months at IDC for STRC, GUG some  important 
strides were made for the first time.  Designerly ways 
of Teaching like holistic approach and innovative studio 
based sessions were tried out. 
Craft training is envisaged in general as skill training 
and consequently no inputs are given in ‘Creative Think-
ing’! Craft trainers have same limitations of thinking as 
‘design students!’ To bring out the natural creativity in a 
particular field specific inputs are required in addition 
to creating a ‘general ecosystem for creative learning’, 
prevalent in Art and Design schools!

One important feature of    Creative Learning Environment             

is absence of fear of teacher and learning!

After first 2 weeks, I felt an element of crea-
tive excitement was missing! So a ‘Metaphor-
ic exercise’ using  leaves and figs was intro-
duced. Few responses to a similar problem 
posed to school children and teachers were 
shown. One day task brought ‘life’ in to TOT.
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creative learning’, prevalent in 
design schools! 

Suddenly a craft trainer with 
10years experience got puzzled 
and started looking at others 
what they are doing! 

Trainers getting a feed back from 
prof.Rao in the Bambu studio

A novice woman craft trainer became 
comfortable with the task and in turn 
lost her inferiority complex. All oth-
ers had more experience in bamboo 
craft than her! The task brought in an 
‘equalizer effect’ at Learning.
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Tnagram the Chinese puzzle is great tool to provoke and train creative visualis-
ation. The second creative task introduced was making given figures with Tans 
in a Tangram! Tangram has 7 geometric figures with unique relationship. Several 
figures can be made with tans keeping a  constraint that all the figures are to be 
used!
For a starter Alphabets in English were given. Size was matching with full scale 
tans given to the trainees.
Later figures in small scale  with ‘tans unsepearated’(as seen below) were given!

The task of figuring out correct pieces in their position for a small scale figure 
became quite challenging to the craft trainers. It demanded skill of thinking in an 
adjacent zone!  Craft trainers were not used to playing with geometric pieces by 
moving them around! 

Trainers got quite engrossed in 
the ‘Puzzle like’ task. Some of them 
worked late into the night in the hos-
tel rooms where they were staying! 
A surge in active learning could be 
seen! 

Basic  preparation of 
creative minds in the 
neighbouring  zones 

of thinking outside the 
context of bamboo is 
necessary for a ‘new 

age craft trainer!’

Tangram

Tangram Magic

New solvable challenges can bring an            
enormous energy in problem solving and a 
great satisfaction when the result is achieved. 
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Another exciting experiment was each 
craft person working with a design stu-
dent! One to one  working was made 
possible due to the unique elective 
‘Craft, Creativity and Postmodernism’, 
taking place at the same time! One 
craft person and one M-des student got 
paired in a ‘Creativity workshop’ mode. 
A craft person and a designer talked 
with each other for a while, found out 
each other’s habits and special interests 
and introduced him or her to the whole 
class! 

Minu (student on left) and Bhag-
yashree(craft person on right side) had 
many things to share! Minu’s new image 
of ‘Octopus’ was shaped by an element 
made with rolling technique by her part-
ner, Bhagyashree. As the tantacles start-
ed getting assembled, Coil bowl with a 
reversed piece on top became the head! 
Minu brought in a flare of design by 
sticking small nuts to depict the cups on 
the tentacles. This was a new experience 
for Bhagyashree and other craft persons 
around! 

A common task of ‘Abstraction’ was posed to all the pairs. 
They have to make an abstract object in bamboo taking an in-
sect, bird, reptile or animal of their choice.  The task was new 
to both design students and craft persons.

The Abstraction  
that brought surprise
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Learning process comes out in Minu’s  answers to  
questions posed to her  in the Elective!

What do you think of craft-persons’ thinking? Do you think 
their thinking has changed in any way?

The craft-persons I worked with were very enthusiastic and 
passionate about their work. They were always eager to learn 
something new and apply in their work. They all had very in-
spiring stories to share. They were open to learn anything and 
everything they can,  from us and the faculty members.
As per their thinking, I saw that everyone was excited to know 
what creatures, we all were making and what methods different 
groups have taken. When we were making the Octopus, every-
one would come and ask me what creature it was, and how I 
was making it . They wanted to see the real octopus images on 
internet and understand how that animal moves and preys, and 
whoever had slightest idea of it would share with us.

Yes, I think their thinking has changed, when I was first making 
the octopus they told me to use weaving for legs and arms, but 
after seeing  the finished model they realized it was easier and  
‘more appealing way’ to represent the legs. They started say-
ing, ‘aapka octopus bahut acha hai aur sabse aasan bhi, sabse 
alag lag raha hai’.( Your Octopus is looking very nice and easy to 
make also. It looks very different from all others) I heard them 
analyzing the bamboo octopus and discussing whether it looked 
like a flower or vase or a bag, bucket and it went on. It was 
great to see that these people were taking so much interest in 
my product and were trying to expand their way of thinking.
They would even discuss on someone else’s animal as to what 
could have been easier and better methods to make it,  look  
simpler and better.

Hence 

            I do think that the course has helped them lot more to      
            explore and understand the concept of  abstraction and         
            product design as well as how they can relate to what           
           they were doing and what we as designers have been do          
           ing.

           Minu
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  The paired groups had several prob-
lems as well. An experienced crafts-
man aged 40, got totally bugged with 
a young mobility student who came 
out with sketches, renderings  and 
thermocol model of an ant inspired 
by a shape of a vehicle! The craftsman 
had no clue how to make that shape! 
He had  never woven in bamboo such 
shapes. At the presentation time he 
expressed how his thinking melted 
down like water.(Mera soch  ‘Pani pani 
hogaya’- in hindi)

1. a) After working with bamboo craftsman, I realised the very important connec
        tion between design, material and  manufacturability.  
    b) An interesting aspect of bamboo is that via weaving technique, obtaining 
        sharp edges isn’t possible. Due to this, polygonal  shapes are also not possible.
  
   I learnt a very important lesson that whatever I design, I must be aware about 
 the materials that are used to make it. The awareness on the manufacturing pro
 cess is also critical.
  
2. Craftsman are great problem solvers in manufacturing. They try their best to  
 create the product out of bamboo without modifying much of the proposed design.
 
 If the craftsmen know more about the design process and the importance of form,   
 their skills on bamboo would be enhanced.
 

The Ant that 
gave trouble to 

the craftsman

Dekhalu Ramji introducing Srinag

Srinag’s response for 
learning in the Elective
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The pair made an aggressive ant in 
solid bamboo. They were encouraged 
to use texture of bamboo! 
Use of other materials like ‘laser cut 
Stainless steel for legs to bring out ag-
gression’  could have been better op-
tion to show aggression emphatically!

The biting Ant

craftsman Ashis (left side) and student 
Sunil  

Sunil’s views : THINKING BEHIND THE ABSTRACT MODEL MAKING:

To show the Aggression of Ant I chose face up ANT and rounded hexagonal kind 
geometry.

I used 2 hollow bamboo of different size having one side knot. Centre portion is solid 
bamboo which is attached to front and rear part of abstract ant.

Rear part is semi burnt to add beauty and characterized as one of important ele-
ments. 6 legs are used to hold the face  of the ant lifted to maintain the aggression

It  is critical to 
break that  thin  
layer to reach a 
new zone in 
creativity when 
the stage is ripe!
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1. Have you changed your thinking in any way?

Working with bamboo material was new experience. I learnt various techniques like weaving, coiling etc. coil-
ing was bit difficult for me to handle but i learnt from mistakes. I felt that bamboo products specially ‘show-
piece products’ are very beautiful in bamboo material. I hope bamboo products will grow fast in future.

2. What do you think of craft person’s thinking?

Craft persons and lab attendant were very helpful and some of them very talented. I learnt a lot from them. 
Craft persons are having crafting skills and they just need  guidance of designer to tell them what are the 
steps to follow to make product and then they will perform very well

The Preying Mantis
Vinod is a craftsman with long experience and Roshan Kumar Sahu 
is a mobility design student. They came to know each other’s inter-
ests in the introductory session. They worked on a ‘Preying Mantis’.
Vinod brought his skills to depict the look alike. Head of the mantis 
started to look attractive . Abstraction took its ‘hold’ with material 
and colour limitation of bamboo and burning the bamboo to get 
the colour.
A ‘mediation discussion’ took place !
What is the character of wings,? If they have to be ‘light 
in weight’ , how can we suggest it through weave?                                                 
suddenly a hexagonal weave for the wings became befitting!
This  is the jump which is required ! How can one see bamboo 
weave which is already an abstract pattern in the context of  ‘ the 
insect -preying mantis’Vinod and Roshan

Vinod presented it in the final session as Roshan  went off to Delhi 
for an Auto Exhibition. It was a good break for the craftsman.
Yet an ‘Art potential’ was missed out!

Could the wings be much larger?

Could all the legs be a ‘new element’ in wire ?

 Metal wire was used but was covered apologetically with bamboo 
to make it look like real legs of the insect. 
It is important to realise that 
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Perceptions of Roshan Sahu

The 3D image created is exaggerated 
model of Mantis(Grasshopper). We 

have used coiling technique and two 
different types of weaving technique to 
make the model. Initially it was difficult 

to cope up with the craft-person, but 
after first mock up of the model we en-

joyed a lot. Understanding their mind 
set was challenging to me, but as time 
passed our understanding developed 

and the model made is the blend of his 
craftsmanship and my visual image of 
mantis. Also this process was one of a 
kind for me, here with less knowledge 
about craft I had managed the process 
to built it with bamboo. Before this ex-
ercise my approach was to think about 
manufacturing process before making 

any concept but with craft-person” help 
I managed to make as close as possible  

to abstract.

1.Have you changed your thinking in any way?

1.Yes I have changed my thinking by giving my concepts more meaning 
and more reasons for their existence. I have developed the concept of con-
necting reason with craft. I have explored the usage limits and applica-
tions of bamboo as a material. For example: using weaving technique in 
bamboo and using patterns in different context to make it more reasona-
ble. I have observed different forms made by other student, which gave me 
insights to think out of the box.

2.What do you think of craft-person’s thinking? Do you think their 
thinking has changed in any way?

2.Craft-persons have more experience in terms of craftsmanship but 
knowledge about relating and composing their art was less in them. Also 
they don’t experiment with materials. I feel they have gained plenty of 
knowledge regarding material usage. I feel they have also learnt about 
giving sense to what they make.

A good looking  preying 
Mantis still can pose a 

problem!

What is Abstraction?

Preying Mantis is only a 
context to provoke a new 

form, carrying its essence!    
That is the significance of 

‘Brancuci’s Bird’.

I felt
Here was an opportunity  

to break the boundary!
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Story of Lion that     
          lost its teeth

to become ferocious

An interesting episode happened with 
the ‘Lion,’   the pair took. Saijit comes 

from Kerala. Sachin Dane became 
passionate bamboo craft person 

after he left his family trade of hair 
dressing. Both worked on the ‘Lion’. 

Sachin with all his skills in sculpting 
made the lion head with beautiful 
look alike with sharp teeth! Saijit 

thought of a  
star weave for the back ground.

During a ‘Mediation session’ I re-
moved the teeth, and said the mouth 

could suggest ‘death’ more power-
fully if  we use black colour with no 

projections. I also suggested that hair 
in the back side could be indicated by 
curling the bamboo strips. But Sachin 

Dane’s enthusiasm led to depicting 
actual hair. Still it made a break from 

a 
realistic depiction.

Saijit introducing Sachin the craftsman Sachin Dane
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I also realised that  even our students  were 
not exposed to ‘abstractions’ till then. So I 
ventured into giving a talk on abstraction 
based on a ppt I had. But the big hurdle I 
had to face was ‘to talk in ‘Hindi’  to reach 
out to craft-persons’. The attempt was very 
satisfying. When I posed a question ‘What 
they saw in ‘Brancusi’s Bird’ the group  be-
came silent. Each one was trying to make 
one’s own connections! They realised that 
there is a visual language  difficult to trans-
late in words! But it was easier for them to  
connect Mondrian’s rectangles when they 
saw that  the paintings   were rooted in a 
deeper dimension of a tree and branches. 

Craft-persons started seeing meaning in 
many abstract forms they  are surrounded 
with including the symbol of State bank of 
India!

 During these interactions   
 the wide gap in  think-

ing zones became obvious!  
Craft-persons are not ex-

posed to ‘Modern Art’.
 Brancusi’s ‘Bird’ or story of 
Mondrian’s trees which be-

came squares and   
 rectangles has never 

reached them. 
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Apurva(design student) and Sheetal  had a good time! In the 
Creative introductory session they found many common inter-
ests including that of ‘ love for Biryani’.

Apurva talked lot about abstraction with Sheetal. Then she 
showed her sketches. One discussion with the teacher also 
helped. She started sketches of sea horse in bamboo. Initial 
carved concept in bamboo transformed into a woven head!
That is when Sheetal chipped in and helped her to make the 
basket form in bamboo. Sheetal knew ‘Coil technique’. So body
got shaped easily. Apurva brought in the decorative elements.
to make it sing. Once it was hung, sea horse became alive! 
 

The singing Sea Horse
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In another paired group skilled craftsman brought a lovely smoked finish to 
a depiction of Cockroach! An interesting adoption of bamboo for the top 
skin can be seen. The very material limitation can force one to think in ‘ab-
stract representation’. Thus the body(under the wings)  depiction with coil 
technique of bamboo became attractive but fell short in ‘Abstraction’. A sug-
gestion of the body was enough. The overall approach remained as an  imi-
tation of physical form of cockroach. 
The depiction of legs, how they are joined to the body  diluted the ‘force of 
abtraction’ which has the power to say qualities of Cockroach  in an em-
phatic way!  This is the zone  which becomes important to the designer. Dis-
covery space, which implies the ‘Form’ was needed. Using another material 
could have given an advantage for such an expression.

Unfortunately student designer was absent on the last days of the task due 
to an Exhibition in Delhi. Craftsman had a handicap at this stage. He took 
decisions to bring in the conventional ‘look alike’ form.

Ramesh with cockroach at Presentation

Bamboo that could not change the Cockroach 
Ramesh and Anshuman

Now the bigger question comes. What level of understanding  are we expect-
ing the craft person to reach! One of the craft trainer was a graduate ! Anoth-
er had studied only upto 9th class!    

Yet another challenge:

Great opportunity awaits  Innovations in Pedagogy. 
Design Research ought to address this zone!

  Are we equipped to teach ‘both  these persons’ 
concepts of ‘Abstraction?

Ramesh and Anshuman (left to right)

How people  from unequal, different 
economic and  social back-grounds  

can learn together!
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The kangaroo 
which looks little lost

Prakash expressed that he gained confidence 
to do new things after doing this task.

Prakash (left) being introduced by Omkar

Craft trainer Prakash was well exposed. He had training 
in Tripura for 3 to 4 months. He had years of experience 

in wood-carving and knew furniture making in bamboo! 
He and Omkar from Mobilty were in a group. Omkar was 

not present for the final presentation.
Prakash liked the new challenge. He said he made initial 
piece and abandoned as he did not like it. Then he com-

bined coil technique for the body. His skills of carving 
showed up in making the head and legs of Kangaroo.
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Perceptions of Omkar Khot

The object I have created is 'kangaroo'.

For that, first I made sketches of kangaroo. The aim was to create abstraction of the animal we have chosen. So 
I did many abstracted drawings of kangaroo. One sketch is finalised and taken for 3d modelling in bamboo with 
the help of craftsman who came from Gadchiroli.
Talking about kangaroo modelling, the whole model is made with different bamboo modelling techniques like 
weaving, coiling technique etc. We, students, gave continuous viewpoints to the craftsman to make the model 
more efficient and effective. 
The main body of the kangaroo is abstracted to pyramid shape. It is made with coiling technique. The head of 
kangaroo is solid bamboo shaped using sand paper. The baby holder is also made with coiling technique. Hands 
and legs are cut sections of a disk made by coiling bamboo stripes. The base is of weave. 
Overall the model is made with constant focus on the coiling technique. Because it was new for the craftsman.
 
My experience of working with craftsman  

What do you think of craftsman’s thinking? Do you think their thinking has changed in any way?

Talking about craftsman, they have come to IDC to learn new techniques for making bamboo products. They 
have skills but they were unable to keep up with the thought process for a particular product. They just make it 
for sake of doing it. They have less knowledge of different materials which they can incorporate into the prod-
uct. So we shared our knowledge about the materials with them. Also helped them in their thinking process. We 
made them use different techniques in a single product to make it more interesting and beautiful. After 2-3 days 
they started thinking of using different techniques and abstraction for the product.

 He started giving me beautiful ideas of making it in different way.

Overall they have skills, they have passion, but they are lacking in proper guidance. So I am happy that I got 
chance to help the people who deserve to call themselves as 'artists' and live with equal respect and dignity fol-
lowed by good financial condition to feed their family.

Have you changed your thinking in any way? Elaborate.

Yes, I have changed my thinking about bamboo, bamboo products, craftsmen and what they deserve.
I used to think that bamboo is not the material to make highly finished product. But I was wrong. After finishing 
the course, I realized that, bamboo is very flexible material, in the sense, we can make any product, any compli-
cated shape very beautifully. 
Also, I used to think that demand of bamboo product is not that much or it is reducing, but I found that demand 
is there in foreign countries and India also, but suppliers are very less or less skilled. So one needs skill or train-
ing to make and market any product. And I am happy that IDC is providing resources and training to the crafts-
men of Gadchiroli under the guidance of Prof. A.G. Rao because bamboo products are not that easy to make. It 
needs time, dedication and support with constant motivation and encouragement.
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Ram Singh, experienced 
craftsman and Kiran Pras-
anth were grouped.Ram 
Singh took the task of skill 
assistance. Kiran tried to 
bring flexible  snake move-
ment through smaller ele-
ments joined with an elastic 
thread. The efforts got fo-
cussed in making a physical 
look alike , of snake. 
Visual possibilities of pattern 
on snake got less attention.

Kiran’s Perceptions

Working with the crafts men was a very good experience. They 
are very skilled and knew about bamboo to its core.

What I noticed was the importance of form, amount of detail-
ing needed or using minimal techniques etc. which they are not 

aware  of.
The craftsmen go to the maximum details of what he is mak-

ing and for him/her adding maximum details is the beauty but 
sometimes adding more details can affect the design as well, 

which they are not recognising.

The craftsmen also don’t think about the journey of the product 
after they had manufactured. Journey in the sense, who all can 

buy the product, where all can be product used, what can the
feedbacks  they can get or the value of the feedbacks.

At the end of  two weeks, I learned that creating transparen-
cy between the designer and craftsmen can lead to innovative 

designs. And for designers it is very important to go in to the 
details of understanding the craftsmen and also vise-versa.

Ram Singh and Kiran Prashant( left to Right)

Snake that got stuck in its movement
The efforts of Abstraction got limited as the physical ‘look 

alike movement’ dominated the efforts.
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Rithima with interac-
tion back ground worked 

with both Vinod and 
Ramesh who helped 

her in making the tur-
tle. Hexagonal weave 

which covered the turtle 
brought a way to look at 

turtle shell patterns in 
hexagonal weave! 

A second level of refine-
ment in abstraction to 
visually bring out the 

bigger hexagons in the 
weave did not happen 

due to less iterations at 
final stage! 

the baby turtle that            
         remained Cute

Rithima with Vinod and Ramesh(Right to left)
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Feed back from Parth Chaudhary

My subject was kingfisher. I made an abstraction using its 
dominating line and later made it in bamboo using Coil and 
Weaving technique which didn’t go well. So I made it again 

using strips of bamboowhich were bent.
It is simple abstract form of kingfisher and conveys the feel-

ing of it using minimal bamboo. The body part and head 
are two different entities but still it gives the illusion like 

they are part of one object.
Experience with worker was pretty good, well my guide 
(craftsman) was not well versed in bamboo techniques 

like coiling and weaving. So end product which I made at 
first didn’t turn out as I expected. They were friendly and 

hard-working. It looked like they were enjoying what they 
were doing.

Yes, I got new ideas on seeing things in abstract way and 
how one can represent any object in the simplest way with-

out losing its feel. Also my understanding on forms has in-
creased.

Well, their thinking is more natural they see things as they 
are. They are good at their skills but they can’t see things in 

different forms. They can make things if we give them new 
ideas.

To think with design keeping in mind takes time, they got 
an idea of abstraction but I personally  don’t think their 

thinking has changed.

Shahank Muralidhar, the craft trainer
making the final presentation in the absence 
of design student,

Shashank Muralidhar the trainer(left) with student Parth 
Chaudhary in the Introductory session

The King fisher which shred 
its colours

It is important to catch the significant fea-
ture of the chosen ‘entity’.  Colour could have 
enhanced the ‘Abstraction’ to a great extent 
in this case.
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Since we had 10 craft Trainers and 14 students, 
4students worked 
on their own taking help from the master 
craft-persons Gangamma and Rudra Paul.  
Craft trainers got the benefit of seeing few more 
abstractions which took shape in front of them.

Nirmal  took 
help of 

Gangamma, 
who made the 
strips for coil 
technique. He 

used his skills in 
spray painting 

effectively.

Friendly,
Hubby 
Snail

Nirmal presenting his concept
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 1. Have you changed your thinking in any way?

Yes, I learned how to think differently to make an abstraction of an
animal, by taking horse as my theme. Also by seeing others’
abstractions (co-students and other craft persons) I learned a lot. When
u gave feedback for us with reference to the model we made, more
lateral ideas came into mind. it was a nice experience.

2. What do you think of craft-person’s thinking?

Craft persons are equally good in coming up with ideas, The
problem what I faced with them was the language. I couldn’t speak or
understand Hindi as I come from Tamil nadu. Even then I tried to get
translations from friends, whenever I spoke with craft-persons. 
The big plus point what I find from them is, what ever idea we suggest,
 they were always ready to make it in bamboo without any hesitation.

3. Do you think their thinking has changed in any way?

I think yes . As we (students) admire craft persons’
skills, they also had regard for student’s thinking and
learnt something from students’ creativity.

Mahesh was introduced  by Navin, pro-
ject engineer on GUG project., as he 
just started learning Hindi.  He made a 
Horse taking some help from Navin!

Mahesh had several years of experience 
in Industry! His maturity showed up in 
coming with a very simple but effective 
abstraction of horse!

The horse that 
became elegant
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 Niketh SJ’s Descrption
The animal I had chosen for experi-
menting in bamboo was an elephant. 
The concept behind my craft work was 
to develop a view of the elephant which 
we all closely associate with in a mini-
malistic manner. To achieve this, I had 
implemented coil technique for the 
head and trunk, woven mat for the ears 
and bamboo strips for the body. The 
coiled head and trunk gives a unique 
touch to the whole composition with 
the body giving the mass of the ele-
phant in 2dimensions. The 3rd dimen-
sion has been deliberately avoided in 
both head and body to bring out the 
light and playful nature of baby ele-
phants, so that the composition doesn't 
look too dominating. The ears give a 
hint of 3d to the composition.

The thought process with which I start-
ed the exercise has drastically changed. 
First I tried to simplify and abstract 
the figure by using only whole bamboo. 
I hadn't thought of using other tech-
niques. But when I thought from the 
technique to the design rather than 
design to technique, I was able to come 
up with a much better result which did 
justice to the material.

I was aided by Mr Rudrapal in my as-
signment. He already had in-depth 
knowledge about the different tech-
niques to be used according to the 
feature. But there were certain areas 
where we were stuck and had to come 
up with new methods to tackle them 
(like creating a small slot in a whole 
bamboo to fit the elephant body in). 

Both worked independantly on their ‘Ab-
straction’. They took help of Rudrapaul, 
the master craftsman at Bambu Studio.

Coiled elephant

Less of discussion and medi-
ations  lead to lost opportu-
nities for ‘Learning’.  An obvi-
ous radius at the hind side of 
baby elephant seems to have 
been missed out.
 Connecting Craft to one’s 
own area (mobility  and vehi-
cle design ) could bring rich 
divdends in Learning!

Niket(left) and Vinod Swamy.
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In spite of all the minor hurdles,  it was a new 
experience for craft-persons and design stu-

dents . They could see new solutions coming out 
of the process. Many  craft persons said that  

they are now confident of  evolving  a new  ob-
ject, which they have not seen before,

with some interaction and concept sketches 
from a designer. This experiment can lead to a 

new frame work where craft-persons and de-
signers  work together taking the same chal-

lenge and inputs! Design schools  can easily 
adopt this frame work to overcome the inherent 

economic and social barriers in the Society!

We can see a ‘paradigm shift’ in                                                           
                                                      Craft Eudcation!

Vinod Swamy’s description

The brief was to explore and exploit the usage of a
single material in order to create a character image of a bird, animal, insect with 

suitable ‘Abstraction’.
The flamingo was chosen, its morphology and body posture allowed depiction in  

bamboo as a material.
Several techniques were explored viz., weaving, Coiling and pyrography. 10mm 

strips were arranged over a custom mould for the body.

Long strips were used for the neck and legs to depict a lifted and weightless form, 
supported by a solid bamboo base.

‘Abstraction’ task offers end less possibilities for learning the unmanifested form.
If the problem is defined narrowly, it can easily become a model making exercise

in a given material. A look alike depiction in a material like bamboo no doubt 
brings in an element of ‘Abstraction’. But the challenge is what is that we want to 

tell about the subject chosen! Discussions and mediation processes are the 
learning vehicles in this amorphous ground!


